a Tactical Card Game
Set in Sengoku Period, Japan
By Joshua Sprung
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Terminology & Theme
In 1600 Japan, armies were organized and arranged into
what are called Sonae. In war, a Daimyō was expected
to deploy at least one sonae, with each sonae composed
of 300-800 men. Within a Sonae, there were specialist
team sub-units of 40-100 men called Kumi - ranged
units, polearms units, and cavalry units.
Sonae were united under war-banners, worn on the back
of ashigaru foot soldiers and samurai alike, called
Sashimono. These banners, resembling small flags
often bearing clan heraldry, were used to distinguish
each sonae and the unique warrior individuals within.
You are charged with leading a diverse coalition of allied
Daimyō, represented by your Sashimono cards. Your
brave Kumi stand ready in a 3x3 tactical grid of cards,
which form your Sonae.

Goal of the Game
Each Sashimono card includes a unique bowing condition described on the top portion of the card. When
achieved, Bow that Sashimono (turn it horizontally) as a
reminder to you/your opponent that it is poised for scoring. You may think of it as a “check” condition in chess
or shogi. When you select a Score Turn, score your
bowed Sashimono cards for 1 Victory Point (VP) each.
When a player scores enough VP, they immediately win!
For your first game it is recommended to play to only 2
VP, a typical game is won at 3 VP, and for an epic challenge try playing to 4 VP.

Game Components

• Box, sized to accommodate sleeved cards and expansions.
• This rulebook.
• 2x Reference cards.
• 17x ( ) Sashimono cards, forces loyal to Ishida Mitsunari.*
• 17x ( ) Sashimono cards, forces loyal to Tokugawa Ieyasu.
• 18x ( ) Kumi cards (6x of each type)
• 18x ( ) Kumi cards (6x of each type)

Two-Player Setup
1. Each player takes a reference card.
2. The most western player will take on the role of the
Western Army ( ), the most eastern player will take on
the role of the Eastern Army ( ).
3. Each player collects their matching 17 Sashimono*
and 18 Kumi cards.
*Note that the western player will also have
dual-aligned Sashimono ( ) in their deck,
representing those Daimyō who defected to the
Eastern Army during the Battle of Sekigahara.

Sonae

Hidden Nagae-Gumi

Hidden Teppo-Gumi

4. Each player arranges their Kumi cards into the
specific 3x3 grid shown above. Note the specific
facedown cards, as indicated by the icons. Leave
enough room on the top and sides of your grid to allow
for cards to be placed adjacent to any row or column.
5. Each player shuffles their remaining 9 Kumi cards to
form a Kumi deck and draws 3 Kumi cards to hand.
6. Each player shuffles their Sashimono cards, looks at
the top 5 cards, chooses 2 to be returned to bottom of
the Sashimono deck and draws the remaining 3 to hand.
For your first game, you may opt to just draw 3
Sashimono instead of choosing from 5.
7. Players agree on an amount of winning VP to
play to, typically 3 VP. Western Army ( ) goes first.

Sashimono Card Anatomy
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Note that the era dates and
Sashimono flag do not have an effect
on game-play, they are for flavor and
used as a unique card identifier, when
fanning out your hand.

Special Action
Icon Requirement

Action Game-Text

Kumi Card Anatomy
Icon, Power, Type
Teppo-Gumi
Nagae-Gumi
Kiba-Tai
Defending Power
Attacking Power
Hidden (face-down)
Kumi contribute 1 Attack
and 1 Defense Power.

Play Overview
Starting with the Western army ( ), players
will alternate taking turns until one player has
scored enough VP to win. The turn player begins
by choosing if they are going to take an Action or
Score Turn. Typically, your first chosen turn will be
an Action Turn.
When a player takes an Action Turn, they assign
a Sashimono card to a specific line (row or
column) of their Sonae. Based on what Kumi
cards are present in that line, the player performs
Basic Actions, or Special Actions as written on
their just-played Sashimono card. After taking
actions, they draw Kumi cards and may play Kumi
cards into any empty spaces of their Sonae.
Anytime during either player’s turn, if an in-play
Sashimono’s Bow Condition is met, it is
immediatley Bowed. Likewise, when it’s Unbow
condition is met, it will immediately Unbow.
When a player takes a Score Turn, they remove
their Bowed Sashimono from the game as VP,
then they draw Sashimono to replace them. Next
they may return any Sashimono in play to hand,
in order to play them on future turns. Then they
take a Bonus Action. Lastly, they draw Kumi cards
and may play Kumi cards into empty spaces.
Score enough VP and win!

1. Play 1 Sashimono card.
Choose 1 Sashimono card
from your hand and place it
next to a single line (row or
column) of your Sonae. You
may not place it in the same
spot as another Sashimono,
but you may place on the
opposite end of a previously
played Sashimono in order
to activate the same line.
In this example shown, you
could play to any space with
a green check-mark.
2. Take Actions.
Basic actions are available and listed on your
reference card. Additionally, the just-played
Sashimono grants you special actions. Each
basic action and those listed on your Sashimono
may be performed once per turn and in any
order you choose. You may only perform actions
to which you meet the requirements, based on
the just-played Sashimono and their assigned
line. You must complete an action entirely before
starting a new action.
In the example shown, playing your Sashimono
card on the right column (either top or bottom) will
provide you with (
).

Action Requirements

All actions show their requirements by using an icon, or multiple
icons, followed by the game-text to be performed.

Basic Actions

These are always available for use, even though they
do not appear on Sashimono.
If you have two or more face-up Teppo-Gumi in this
line, begin a battle with any opposing column.

If you have two or more face-up Nagae-Gumi in this
line, draw 2 cards from your Kumi deck to hand.
If you have two or more face-up Kiba-Tai in this line,
begin a battle with any opposing row.

Special Actions

Special Actions are only available during the turn a Sashimono
is played, with the exception of an ongoing-effect ( ).

This symbol indicates a Hidden (face-down) Kumi is the
requirement to perform the special action.
You must Flip a Kumi card in this line either face-up or
face-down in order to perform the described action.
You must have at least one
matching Kumi in this line to
perform the described action.
You must have at least two
matching Kumi in this line to
perform the described action.
You must have at least one of each type of Kumi in this
line to perform the described action.
Nothing is required. This icon indicates an ongoing
effect as long as this Sashimono remains in play,
even during your opponent’s turn.

Battle

Some actions will initiate a battle. A battle is a small skirmish
between a single line and an opposing single line. Use it to
disrupt your opponent’s plans or achieve your own. Follow
these steps in order to resolve.

1. Choose Line. The player who begins the battle is the
attacker and they must choose an opponent’s line as a
target. Note that sometimes actions specify rows or columns only, if not specified – you may choose either a
row or column.
2. Attacker Ante. The attacking player may choose any
number of Hidden Kumi in their participating line to flip
face-up. The attacking player may also choose any
number of cards from hand to ante for 1 attack power
each (type doesn’t matter).
3. Defender Ante. The defending player may choose
any number of Hidden Kumi in their participating line to
flip face-up. The defending player may also choose any
number of cards from hand to ante for 1 defense power
each (type doesn’t matter).
4. Compare Power. Total the attack power ( ) icons
found on the Kumi in the attacking line plus 1 for each
card anted from the attacker’s hand. Total the defense
power ( ) icons found on the Kumi in the defending line
plus 1 for each card anted from the defender’s hand.
5. Results. Regardless of who attacked or defended,
the player who had lower power must take casualties.
The attacker wins ties. If beaten by 0 or 1 power, the
losing player must select a Kumi from the losing
line to be a casualty. If beaten by 2 or more power,
instead the winning player chooses the Kumi from
the losing line to be a casualty. Each player shuffles
and places the cards they anted from hand and chosen
casualties face-down to the bottom of their Kumi
deck.

Training and Rank
Some actions allow you to train a Kumi. Strategic training will
give you more flexibility to match icon-requirements, score
objectives, and power in battle. But they are treated as a single
Kumi, so be sure to protect them to maintain their benefits.
• The trained Kumi must be face-up, you cannot train a
Hidden (face-down) Kumi.
• When you train a Kumi, add a different Kumi from hand on
top of the chosen Kumi, splayed to show both types and
power. The stacked Kumi types cannot be the same,
therefore you cannot have more than 3 types in single stack.
• When a card refers to “Rank” it is the number of cards in
a stack. Single Kumi cards, the starting default, are
considered Rank 1. Shown is an example of a Rank 3 Kumi.
• Regardless of being individual cards or
stacks, spaces in your Sonae are treated
as a single Kumi for selections such as
effects or casualties.
• If a Rank 2 or 3 Kumi is flipped, the whole
stack is flipped face-down or face-up.
Keep it splayed to show it’s Rank.
• Rank 2 or 3 Kumi have a combined attack/
defense power. In the Rank 3 example,
this has 4 attack & 4 defense power.
• Hidden (face-down) Kumi have attack/
defense power equal to their Rank. So if
the example shown was face-down, it
would have 3 attack & 3 defense power.

“Fight only after creating conditions for victory.”
~Toyotomi Hideyoshi

This type of turn is mandatory if you have no Sashimono in
hand.
1. Score VP, Replace Scored Sashimono, and Return
Un-Scored Sashimono.
a. Score VP. For each Sashimono you have in play
that are bowed, remove that Sashimono from play,
representing 1 VP. If you scored enough VP to win,
the game ends immediately with your victory! If
you still need 1 or more VP to win, the game
continues.
b. Replace Scored Sashimono. If you scored “S”
Sashimono - look at the top S+1 cards of your
Sashimono deck, choose S to be drawn to hand, and
discard the last card.
c. Return Un-Scored Sashimono. You may return any
number of your remaining Sashimono from play to
hand.
2. Bonus Action.
You may take 1 bonus action, from the following options:
• Bakufu. Draw a Sashimono card, and then choose
one of your Sashimono cards from hand or play to
discard.
• Dojo. Train a face-up Kumi card in your Sonae
(see page 10).
• Gennin. Flip a Kumi face-up or face-down in your
Sonae, then draw a Kumi card.
• Gyorin. Rearrange the positions of the Kumi in a
single line of your Sonae.

After either an Action or Score turn, perform the following:
3. Draw Kumi Cards.
Draw K+1 Kumi cards, where “K” is the quantity of empty
spaces in your Sonae. There is no hand limit and no
consequence of running out of Kumi cards in your deck.
4. Play Kumi Cards. You may play any number of Kumi from
hand into your empty spaces. They may be played either faceup or Hidden (face-down).

Glossary
Adjacent - Spaces or Kumi in the 3x3 Sonae are only considered
adjacent when they are orthogonally adjacent. Diagonal
spaces/Kumi are not considered adjacent unless game-text
specifies otherwise.
Bow When a Sashimono card achieves its bowing condition, it is
turned horizontally as a reminder that it is ready to score
during its controlling player’s next Score Turn.
Column - A single vertical line of 3 spaces in a Sonae.
Discard - To place a card from hand or play to the bottom of its
controller’s respective Sashimono or Kumi deck, face-down.
If more than one card is discarded simultaneously, shuffle
them before putting them under.
Flip The act of flipping a face-up card, face-down. Or vice versa.
Hidden - A face-down Kumi in play that has no type and provides 1
attack and 1 defense power in battle.
Kumi Cards that are in your hand and Sonae. They are used to
provide icons for action requirements, are central to
achieving your bowing conditions, and battle your opponent.
Line A single row or column of 3 spaces in your Sonae.
Row A single horizontal line of 3 spaces in a Sonae.
Sonae - The 3x3 grid of 9 Kumi cards under your command.
Score The act of removing a bowed Sashimono from play to
represent earning one point towards your victory.
Unbow - Sashimono cards are played Unbowed (upright). When a
bowed Sashimono card’s bowing condition is no longer
valid, it returns to being unbowed.

Action Turn Example

1.

Akiko decides to perform an Action Turn.

2.

Akiko plays the versatile Ogawa Suketada to the right of their
bottom row, as shown above.

3.

Since Akiko has a Hidden (face-down) Kumi, Akiko begins by
performing the Nawabari action and chooses to flip another card
elsewhere in her Sonae to prepare for their next turn.

4.

Next Akiko performs the Gennin action, by flipping the Hidden
face-up to draw a Kumi card to hand.

5.

Akiko had one supplied by the Rank 2 Kumi on the right, and
they added a second via the now-flipped Kumi. Now they
perform the basic action and attack Hikaru’s column.
5.1. Akiko chooses the attack target column, shown left.
5.2. Next Akiko antes a card from hand, face-down. They now
have a total of 7 Attack Power (0 from the , 2 from the ,
4 from the / , and 1 from the anted card from hand).
5.3. Now Hikaru antes, by first flipping the surprise hidden
and by anteing two Kumi cards from hand. Hikaru has a total
of 6 Defense Power (2 from , 0 from , 2 from , and 2
from cards added from hand).
5.4. Hikaru loses, but strategically by only 1 Power. Hikaru
has special plans for their
and didn’t want to give Akiko
the chance to remove it, by allowing her to win by 2 or more
Power.

6.
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5.5. Hikaru chooses her and shuffles it along with her two
anted cards before placing them under her deck. Akiko
places her anted card beneath Akiko’s deck.
Akiko has no more actions to take, so they draw a Kumi card and
they cannot play any Kumi, since their Sonae is full.

One-Player Setup

If you’re looking for a way to hone your skills before your next
face-off with a friend or rise to meet ever higher trials, give this
mode a try. Instead of challenging another player, you’ll be
facing the Kagemusha, whose prescribed actions simulate an
opponent.
1. Choose either army to play. Gather and separate the
matching Sashimono and Kumi cards.
22. Arrange your starting Sonae in a 3x3 grid, same as the twoplayer setup.
3. Shuffle your remaining 9 Kumi cards to form a deck and
draw 3 cards to hand.
4. Shuffle your Sashimono cards, look at the top 5 cards,
choose 2 to be returned to bottom of the deck and draw the
remaining 3 to hand.
5. Decide on an amount of winning
VP to play to, the starting
8
Sashimono Line
challenge is 3 VP.

66. Shuffle and place the top card
of the Kagemusha’s Sashimono
deck above your left column,
face-down. This will represent
the Kagemusha’s Army.
7.
From
the Kagemusha’s Kumi
7
deck; place a
in a line.
This will form their Kumi Line.
Shuffle the remaining cards and
place to the left of these cards
to form their Kumi deck.
88. From the Kagemusha’s
Sashimono deck; place the top
3 cards face-up to the right.
This will form their Sashimono
Line.
9. The western army ( ) player
will take the first turn.

Kumi Line

7
6

2

Army Path
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The Kagemusha
You and the Kagemusha will alternate turns until one is
the victor. The Kagemusha has a sequence to follow for
their turn; however your action and score turns are the
same as in the two-player mode, with the following exceptions:
� Bow the Kagemusha’s Sashimono cards, as if you
would bow your own - but they will be scored for
the Kagemusha. Think of them as traps to avoid. Only
the bowing conditions on the Kagemusha’s Sashimono
are considered active. In the basic mode, the abilities
listed are considered blank and ignored, even if they
are effects.
� When playing your Sashimono, it is illegal to place your
card in the same position as the Kagemusha’s Army.
� When the Kagemusha discards, their Kumi are permanently discarded and NOT returned to the bottom
of their Kumi deck like in two-player mode.
� Cards in the Kagemusha’s Kumi line are considered to be a Row, Column, Line, Hand, or Sonae for
bowing conditions, effects, and battle.
� If you play an action that grants an option to prevent it,
the Kagemusha will always decline.
� If you play an action that requires your opponent to
make a choice in your Sonae, they will choose a legal target closest to the Kagemusha’s Army. If there
is ambiguity, they will choose a legal target nearest to
where they will move to next.
� If the Kagemusha needs to select something from play/
hand, they will choose the leftmost Kumi in their
lineup.
� If the Kagemusha draws a Kumi, place it face-up in
their Kumi Line. If the Kagemusha draws a
15 Sashimono, place it face-up in their Sashimono
Line.

The Kagemusha’s Turn:
1. Score VP. Place each of the Kagemusha’s Bowed
Sashimono above their Sashimono deck,
representing VP for the Kagemusha.
2. Perform Kagemusha Actions, in order, based on
the quantity and types of Kumi found in the
Kagemusha’s line.
Battle the nearest column to the
Kagemusha’s Army.
Place the top card of the Kumi deck,
next in the Kagemusha’s Kumi line.
Battle the nearest row to the Kagemusha’s
Army.
3. Draw Kumi & Check Kumi. The Kagemusha draws
a Kumi card. If the line has fewer than 3 Kumi cards,
draw Kumi until they have 3 Kumi in their line. Then,
if there are 3 or more matching Kumi cards;
discard the leftmost of the matching cards until 2
remain, then the Kagemusha draws a Sashimono
card for each discarded Kumi card.
4. Move Army & Check Sashimono. Change the
position of the Kagemusha’s Army in the next
clockwise available numbered position (as shown in
the setup diagram on page 14). If your Sashimono
is in the way, skip positions until you reach one that
is available. Check the quantity of Sashimono in
their Sashimono line, if there are 4 or more, discard
the left-most Sashimono until 3 remain. Then the
Kagemusha draws a Kumi card for each discarded
Sashimono card. This is an extra card for their next
turn.
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Goal of the Solo Game

Your victory conditions are the same as in a two-player
mode - be the first to score enough VP to win. But the
Kagemusha has multiple ways to win:
� The Kagemusha wins if they score the chosen
amount of VP. Be careful to score your Sashimono
while working around the Kagemusha’s!
� If you try to draw from the Kagemusha’s Kumi or
Sashimono deck and can’t, the Kagemusha wins.

Extra Challenges
For additional challenge, try each one of the following by
themselves, or combine for a brutal challenge. Each has a
difficulty rating assigned, so you can sum for a “high score”.
1. If the Kagemusha’s Army rounds the bottom right or top left
corner (moving from position 6 to 7 or 12 to 1), place the top
card of the Kagemusha’s Sashimono deck in the next
available position.
1. Don’t ignore the Kagemusha’s abilities.
1. The Kagemusha requires one less VP to win.
2. During setup, discard the top 5 cards of the Kagemusha’s
Kumi deck.
2. During setup, discard the top 10 cards of the Kagemusha’s
Sashimono deck.
2. At the end of each of your turns, you draw 1 fewer Kumi card.
3. During Kumi check (step 3, page 16), instead of discarding the
Kumi, they are placed on the rightmost legal Kumi as if trained.
3. The Kagemusha has a limit of 5 Sashimono, instead of 3.
However, during the Sashimono check (step 4, page 16), they
score Sashimono instead of discarding them.
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This game is dedicated to those who have the wisdom
to see beyond the present, the will to stand for what
they believe in, and the courage to make it so.
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(Solo Mode) The Kagemusha’s Turn:
1. Score Kagemusha VP.
2. Perform Kagemusha Actions.

Battle Column

3. Draw Kumi & Check.
(limit 2 matching Kumi,
draw Sashimono)
4. Move Army & Check.
(limit 3 Sashimono,
draw Kumi)

Draw Kumi
Battle Row

FAQ

It’s my first turn of my first game, what should I do?
Look at the Sashimono cards in your hand, starting with their Bowing
Conditions and choose one you want to try to achieve. Next, look at the
special actions on your Sashimono cards and consider a sequence of
playing them to achieve that Bow Condition.
I have too many Hidden cards - how do I flip them?
The most common way to flip cards is to use Sashimono with the
Gunbai Fan icon ( see page 8). Otherwise, you’ll need to rely on other
Sashimono actions, flipping during battle ante (see page 9), or by
selecting the Gennin bonus action during a Score Turn.
Can I use the special abilities of other Sashimono in play?
During your turn, only the just-played Sashimono and the line they are
assigned to are active. All Kumi outside of that line do not contribute to
the requirements of your actions. The only active game-text on a
previously-played Sashimono are it’s Bow Condition and any ongoingeffects ( ) - which are always active, so long as they are in play.
Do I have to battle to win?
Many of the objectives are achievable without the need for battle.
However, battle is the most common way to interact with your
opponent, so it’s a good idea to be ready for battle. This way you can
stymie your opponent’s plans or prevent them from destroying your
own when the time is right. But remember, attacking too soon can
deprive you of resources you need to defend with. Also, while you may
be keeping them from icons they need to perform some actions on
their next turn, attacking too often creates opportunities for your
opponents Kumi plays at the end of their turn.

